Letʼｓ
Letʼｓ go
go skiing
skiing
from Seisen-Ryo!

There are several skiing areas nearby Seisen-Ryo. Here are the skiing areas that
you can enjoy. Lift tickets are available at Seisen-Ryo at a discount rate, more
reasonable price than purchasing them on site. Please ask for more information
at the front desk.

「Sun Meadows Kiyosato Ski Area」

Quad lifts
Kids area

Snowboarding
Lift tickets available

About 10 minutes car drive from Seisen-Ryo, it attracts both
beginners and experts. Snowboarding is allowed over an entire
period from this season. Free courtesy car service from Seisen-Ryo
is available for those who are staying at Seisen-Ryo (twice a day).

「Chateraise Ski Resort Yatsugatake」
「Koumi Re-ex Ski Valley」

Quad lifts
Kids area

Snowboarding
Lift tickets available

Both are operated by a confectionary,“Chateraise”, located not
so far from Seisen-Ryo; CHATERAISE RESORT YATSUGATAKE
about 30 minutes by car, and KOUMI REEX SKI VALLEY 1 hour.
You will enjoy many fun courses as well as tasty cakes from the
confectionary factory at the restaurants. The lift tickets are
common for both ski areas, so you can visit both areas in one day.

「Fujimi Highland Ski Area」

Pair lifts

Kids area

45 minutes away from Seisen-Ryo by car. It is good for beginners
and families, with 2 wide courses, with a splendid view. It is open
for skiers only except for the night hours. Easy access from
Kobuchizawa Inter Change exit (25 minutes drive).

「Fujimi Panolama Resort」
Approximately 1 hour drive from Seisen-Ryo, easy access from the
Suwa Minami Inter Change exit, which attracts many skiers &
snowboarders. It is the only ski area with Gondola around
Seisen-Ryo, with a 3 km long downhill. “Snow Mobs”, volunteers
in the ski area, will be another feature of FUJIMI PANOLAMA
RESORT, who will teach you free lessons at courses.

Gondola

Kids area

